
Three Reasons Why the PCA GA Should Approve Overture #1 
 

1. THE PCA GA HAS ALREADY FORMALLY APPROVED THE PRCC AS ITS CHAPLAIN ENDORSER 
 

The Presbyterian & Reformed Commission on Chaplains and Military Personnel (PRCC) is the approved 
endorser for all PCA Teaching Elder Chaplains. Having a PCA TE Ecclesiastically Endorsed by another 
Endorsing Agency is deeply concerning for many reasons, but particularly doctrinally.  The PRCC 
Commission is made up of “subject matter experts” with both military and the civilian chaplaincy.  The 
PRCC-PCA (MNA Chaplains Ministry) has adopted, published, and is constantly updating standards on 
Religious Liberty issues for protecting its chaplains.  The PRCC Staff is in regular contact with all of its 
Endorsed PRCC Chaplains.  The PRCC Endorser (a PCA TE & the MNA Chaplain Ministries Coordinator) has 
been “called in” to cover and support many of its chaplains these past several years. Thankfully, by the 
Lord’s grace and for His glory, the PRCC has not lost a single religious liberty challenge made against a PRCC 
Chaplain-PCA TE.  That has often involved the Endorser traveling to where the Chaplain works and calling in 
Religious Liberty legal teams to support its chaplain to ensure the proclamation of the Gospel is not 
restricted. 
  

2. THE PRCC IS THE BEST ENDORSER FOR PCA TEACHING ELDER CHAPLAINS 
 

Passing this Overture will be a huge protection for our PRCC Endorsed PCA Teaching Elder Chaplains.  Our 
American society is going through some radical changes these days.  Many of our Teaching Elder Chaplains 
will likely need the cover of their PCA denomination.  There have been several published Religious Liberty 
attacks on evangelical military chaplains in the past several years, and when the chaplain was covered by 
their endorsing denomination’s stated position on a topic, and the chaplain followed his denomination’s 
written guidelines, most often the chaplain and his career and calling survived the attack. 
  

3. THE PRCC IS THE BEST SAFEGUARD FOR PCA PRESBYTERIES AND THE PCA 
 

Passing this Overture #1 will be a huge protection for your Presbytery, if and when a PCA Teaching Elder 
Chaplain, endorsed by the PRCC finds himself in a “spiritual warfare” religious liberty conflict. The Chaplain 
and the Presbytery can then always look to the PRCC for cover in whatever situation they face.  If the 
Chaplain were to be endorsed by an endorsing body other than the PRCC, then the Chaplain would have to 
look for cover from their non-PRCC-PCA endorser.  None of the PRCC’s protection, knowledge, wisdom, 
theology, and experience would be legally binding support for the Chaplain or his Presbytery or the 
PCA.  The Presbytery would find itself having to work with the chaplain’s non-PRCC endorsing agency, likely 
non-Reformed, and not the one approved by the PCA GA. The Presbytery (and the PCA) could even find 
itself liable for the charges against their chaplain. The subject-matter-experts on chaplaincy, whether 
military or civilian are the PRCC-PCA TE Endorser and his Associates.  The PRCC is called and committed to 
support every PCA presbytery and their Chaplains when faced with and all religious liberty issues.  
 
For the reasons given we strongly encourage the passing of Potomac Presbytery’s Overture #1 
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